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Description

In this improv-based workshop, you’ll be up on your feet, physicalizing 
and practicing skills that help us create "group mind". Every moment, 
even the smallest interaction, can be mined to cultivate a stronger 
connection to your guests. You’ll learn expert ways to harness the soft 
skills of personal interaction, including how to access authenticity fast, 
how to "Yes, And" your guests and a few tricks to help create first 
impressions that last a lifetime.



What are “Group Dynamics?”

In Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, 3 and 4 are belonging and esteem, respectively. 
We long to be part of a group. Your job then, is to join the group, help them 
connect to each other and to you. 

Group dynamics could also be called: 
Group Mind
Group Flow

Group Creativity
Del Close (improv guru) said it was “One mind, many bodies.”



How to create and cultivate Group Dynamics

Eye contact: Eye contact is the quickest (notice I didn’t say easiest, eye contact can 
be quite difficult!) way to connect with your group. 

Body language: Are your arms crossed? Are theirs? Where’s your string and how 
does it attach to your emotion? 

Mirroring: Mirroring your tour group’s energy can be a quick way to build warmth 
and competence. 



Games played 

1. Space Walk
2. Mirror, Mirror
3. The Truth Is



Space Walk 

Players move around the space and imagine a string pulling from the ceiling, as the 
string moves to different body parts it changes body language. Players are 
encouraged to see how having the string pull from different places changes mood 
and other mental aspects.

Takeaway: The Space Walk is a great way to get familiar with your own body and 
learn how to start reading your group’s body language as well. Learn what you do 
physically when you’re trying to own space or trying to hide. The string component is 
a quick and easy trick to test what you’re putting out there with your body language.  



Mirror, Mirror

Players are in pairs, Player A starts leading a movement and Player B “mirrors” the 
action. Then Player B is the leader and Player A follows. Then after a few tries, it’s 
“Follow the Follower” where neither A or B is leading. 

Takeway: A quick way to connect is to physically mirror your groups, their energy, 
voice, and body. This game cannot be played without lots of eye contact, so it’s great 
practice for a skill that can be hard to master. Mirror, Mirror is also very self-revealing 
in where you feel comfortable - giving or taking or when it was neither? 



The Truth Is

Players are in pairs. Player A takes a deep breath and expresses a sincere truth 
about themselves. Player A takes another deep breath and goes into a deeper truth, 
deep breath - deeper truth. Once at the bottom of their truth, Player A says: “And 
that’s the truth.” Player B stays completely silent. When Player A is completely 
finished then it is Player B’s turn and Player A stays completely silent. 

Takeaway: “Authentic experiences” are the new buzzwords. The trick is, the 
experience isn’t authentic, YOU are.  A great game to illustrate how quickly you can 
connect with another person, even a stranger. The game also illustrates that it’s hard 
to be intimate, slow and honest with each other. Some also discover just how hard it 
is to TRULY listen and not speak up. 
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